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School Level Study Words 
1.  act действам If we want to save the planet we have to act now. 
2.  add добавям Shall I add your name to the list? 
3.  admire възхищавам се I admire and respect my older brother. 
4.  against против Are you for or against school uniforms? 
5.  age възраст You're the same age as my sister. 
6.  air въздух Let's go out for some fresh air. 
7.  album албум I filled my photo album with many pictures. 
8.  alive жив Is your grandmother still alive? 
9.  all всички All the students from my class are coming to the camp. 

10.  animation анимация They used computer animation in the film. 
11.  arm ръка She carried the dog under one arm. 
12.  arrive пристигам I arrive to work at the same time each morning. 
13.  away далеч Stay away from the hot stove. 
14.  bag чанта She opened her bag and took out the notebook. 
15.  bakery пекарна This bakery makes the best bread in town. 
16.  bare бос She likes to walk around in bare feet. 
17.  bark лая Dogs bark when they are upset or excited. 
18.  basil босилек Sweet basil goes well with pizza and pasta. 
19.  behind зад Who's the girl standing behind John? 
20.  below под Please do not write below this line. 
21.  bend извивам You can bend a wire into the shape of a circle. 
22.  bicycle колело I ride my bicycle to school. 
23.  boil варя Boil the rice for 15 minutes. 
24.  broom метла Use this broom to sweep the floor. 
25.  brush четка Polish your shoes with a brush. 
26.  bug буболечка There is a bug crawling on me! 
27.  build строя Birds usually build their nests in trees and bushes. 
28.  bulb ел. крушка The light bulb in the lamp is very bright. 
29.  bye довиждане He will say "bye" when he leaves. 
30.  cable кабел The cable connects the printer to my computer. 
31.  carrot морков We used a carrot for the snowman’s nose. 
32.  cave пещера Our family visited Ledenika cave last week. 
33.  chair стол A cat was asleep on the chair. 
34.  chill охлаждам He put water in the fridge to chill. 
35.  chocolate шоколад Save the chocolate for after dinner. 
36.  city град Los Angeles is California's largest city. 
37.  clay глина The pots are made of clay. 
38.  clover детелина А four-leaf clover brings good luck. 
39.  compass компас The needle on a compass always points north. 
40.  conversation разговор I had a long conversation with her the other day. 
41.  cook готвя Add the onion and cook for three minutes. 
42.  costume костюм She dressed in a cat costume for the play. 
43.  couple двойка A young couple from Argentina won the world tango competition.  
44.  cross пресичам The children learned how to cross the road safely. 
45.  dark тъмен My room is dark at night with the lights off. 
46.  deaf глух A deaf person cannot hear any sound. 
47.  decorate украсявам The family gets together on Christmas Eve to decorate the tree. 



48.  deep дълбок The water is very deep there. 
49.  desert пустиня A cactus can grow in the hot and dry desert. 
50.  diamond диамант She received a ring with a diamond in it. 
51.  dinner вечеря I eat breakfast, lunch and dinner each day. 
52.  direction посока The wind changed direction, from west to east. 
53.  doctor лекар The doctor told me to stay in bed. 
54.  dot точка The island is a small green dot on the map. 
55.  double двоен The double hamburger has twice the meat. 
56.  drawer чекмедже The top drawer is full of sweaters. 
57.  drive шофирам Don't drive so fast! 
58.  drum барабан We heard the beat of a drum. 
59.  dust прах She is allergic to house dust. 
60.  duty задължение The duty of the police is to protect and serve. 
61.  eager нетърпелив I'm eager to read my exciting new book. 
62.  easy лесен Playing tennis is not as easy as it looks. 
63.  edge ръб He stood on the edge of the cliff. 
64.  elbow лакът I can bend my arm at the wrist and elbow. 
65.  emperor император An emperor is the ruler of an empire. 
66.  engine двигател My car has a diesel engine. 
67.  even четен 4, 6, 8, 10 are all even numbers. 
68.  exam изпит Don’t talk during the exam! 
69.  family семейство Every family has its own story to tell. 
70.  farm ферма My grandmother grows corn on her farm. 
71.  feel чувствам I feel proud when I get good grades. 
72.  festival фестивал We had fun at the annual music festival. 
73.  fever треска He is sick and has a fever. 
74.  fight бия се The soldiers are trained to fight. 
75.  fine добре Things were going fine until you showed up. 
76.  finish завършвам She will finish school next year. 
77.  flute флейта She plays the flute in the school orchestra. 
78.  foreign чужд Speaking a foreign language will help you find new friends. 
79.  forget забравям Try to forget about what happened. 
80.  fur козина Our cat has glossy black fur. 
81.  future бъдеще What will the cities of the future look like? 
82.  game игра Minecraft is my favorite computer game. 
83.  girl момиче She is the youngest girl in class. 
84.  glass стъкло The front door is made of glass. 
85.  globe глобус Find Bulgaria on the globe. 
86.  goose гъска The goose is a bird with a long neck. 
87.  grate рендосвам Grate the cheese and sprinkle it over the tomatoes. 
88.  green зелен To cross the road, you have to wait for the light to turn green. 
89.  hail градушка We drove through hail and snow. 
90.  half половина The second half of the book is more exciting. 
91.  ham шунка Put a slice of ham on top and toast it. 
92.  hawk ястреб The hawk, like an eagle, is a large bird of prey. 
93.  hoof копито The cow stepped on a plant with its hoof. 
94.  horn рог The rhino has a bony horn on its nose. 
95.  hose маркуч You need a long hose to water all the flowers in the garden. 
96.  house къща Let's have a party at my house. 
97.  iceberg айсберг Most of the iceberg is under the water. 
98.  ideal идеален This beach is ideal for children. 



99.  imagine представям си Close your eyes and imagine you are in a forest. 
100.  impatient нетърпелив Don't be so impatient! The bus will be here soon. 
101.  improve подобрявам Your grades will improve if you study more. 
102.  interest интерес He shows interest in history. 
103.  jar буркан We keep the honey in a glass jar. 
104.  jungle джунгла Monkeys and parrots live in the jungle. 
105.  ketchup кетчуп I always put extra ketchup on my fries. 
106.  key ключ This key will open the lock on that door. 
107.  know знам I know the answer to the question. 
108.  lamb агне The sheep just gave birth to a tiny lamb. 
109.  late късно I got up late on Sunday. 
110.  legend легенда The story tells the legend of the brave king. 
111.  length дължина The river is 30 km in length. 
112.  letter буква What is the first letter of your name? 
113.  liver черен дроб The liver is a large organ in the body that cleans the blood. 

114.  location местоположение What is the exact location of the ship? 
115.  locker шкафче The student keeps his books in the locker. 
116.  look гледам It hurts my eyes to look at the sun. 
117.  magazine списание This magazine has articles and pictures inside. 
118.  marathon маратон The marathon is a forty-two-kilometer footrace. 
119.  market пазар Buy fresh fruit and vegetables at the market. 
120.  melon пъпеш Use a sharp knife to cut the melon into sections. 
121.  mend поправям Could you mend my bike for me? 
122.  mention споменавам Did you mention our idea to the teacher? 
123.  microscope микроскоп Use a microscope to see the tiny cell enlarged. 
124.  million милион One thousand thousands is one million. 
125.  mint ментов My toothpaste has a fresh mint flavor. 
126.  minute минута We will be there in a minute. 
127.  mosquito комар The mosquito is a flying insect that bites humans and animals. 
128.  mouse мишка The mouse is a small gray or white animal. 
129.  move движа се Don't move - stay perfectly still. 
130.  myth мит Unicorns are a myth and they are not real. 
131.  national национален We participate in the Bulgarian National Spelling Bee. 
132.  near близо до I sit near the TV so I can see well. 
133.  never никога You should never cross the road without looking. 
134.  nose нос I cannot smell very well with a stuffy nose. 
135.  number номер What is your phone number? 
136.  odd нечетен 1, 3, 5 and 7 are odd numbers. 
137.  official официален He made an official visit to Brussels in March. 
138.  old стар We had more room in our old house. 
139.  olive маслина The olive is a small oval green or black fruit. 
140.  order ред Put the names in alphabetical order. 
141.  pale блед He looks very pale — is he sick? 
142.  palm длан He showed me the coins in his palm. 
143.  panda панда The black and white panda eats bamboo. 
144.  parachute парашут The skydiver opened his colorful parachute. 
145.  parcel колет The large parcel won't fit in our mailbox. 
146.  parent родител It can be difficult to be a good parent. 
147.  pear круша The pear is a delicious fruit and I like it very much. 
148.  pencil молив I wrote down the answer with my pencil. 
149.  pillar колона There was a marble pillar in the middle of the hall. 



150.  pilot пилот The pilot is a person who flies a plane. 
151.  plan план My plan for tonight is to watch a movie. 
152.  plate чиния Mom put some salad on my dinner plate. 
153.  poet поет The poet wrote a new poem. 
154.  portrait портрет The artist painted the child's portrait. 
155.  postcard картичка Send us a postcard from Venice! 
156.  pot гърне I cooked the beans in a pot. 
157.  praise хваля I will praise her for the great job she did. 
158.  pretty хубав You look so pretty in that dress! 
159.  professor професор The professor teaches art at the university. 
160.  put слагам Did you put sugar in my coffee? 
161.  pyramid пирамида We visited the Great Pyramid in Egypt. 
162.  queen кралица The queen and the king lived happily ever after. 
163.  quick бърз Let me just ask one quick question. 
164.  rabbit заек The long-eared rabbit hops and eats carrots. 
165.  race надбягване I won the race because I was the fastest. 
166.  raise вдигам Raise your hand if you know the answer. 
167.  react реагирам You never know how he is going to react. 
168.  reason причина I'd like to know the reason why you're so late. 
169.  red червен Strawberries are red. 
170.  regular редовен There is a regular bus line to the airport. 
171.  remind напомням Can someone remind me what I should do next? 
172.  return връщам се We will go home and return to work tomorrow. 
173.  riddle гатанка The answer to the riddle made us laugh. 
174.  ripe узрял Pick the tomatoes before they get too ripe. 
175.  risk опасност There is a risk that we will be in danger. 
176.  road път Cars travel on the road. 
177.  robot робот The robot does tasks safely. 
178.  root корен The root is the part of a plant that grows under the ground. 
179.  rule правило We follow every rule our teacher gives us. 
180.  rust ръжда The lock was covered with rust. 
181.  sad тъжен I often cry when I feel sad. 
182.  sailor моряк A sailor takes orders from the ship's captain. 
183.  salmon сьомга Pink salmon is my favorite fish to eat. 
184.  sandwich сандвич My mother made me a ham and cheese sandwich for breakfast. 
185.  sauce сос I top my spaghetti with tomato sauce. 
186.  scar белег Will the operation leave a scar? 
187.  scary страшен The book is both scary and funny. 
188.  science наука Chemistry is a very difficult science. 
189.  sentence изречение Put a period at the end of the sentence. 
190.  serious сериозен He is very serious and does not play around. 
191.  shoe обувка She took her left shoe off. 
192.  short къс He had short curly hair. 
193.  shy срамежлив She was too shy to speak to him. 
194.  sign знак He made a sign for me to follow him. 
195.  silver сребро I prefer jewelry made of silver. 
196.  size размер The two apples are about the same size. 
197.  skin кожа Her skin was as white as snow. 
198.  slice парче Put a slice of cheese on top of the sandwich. 
199.  slim слаб The clothes looked too big on the slim boy. 
200.  smile усмивка Her beautiful smile made me feel better. 
201.  solar слънчев Solar panels use the sun to create electricity. 



202.  somewhere някъде I've seen him somewhere before. 
203.  south юг Birds fly to the south in winter. 
204.  speak говоря Can I speak with you for a minute? 
205.  spoon лъжица You need a spoon to eat soup. 
206.  stain петно There is an ink stain on your shirt. 
207.  sticky лепкав His fingers were sticky and covered with jam. 
208.  still мирен Stand still when I'm talking to you! 
209.  study уча I have to study for the test tomorrow. 
210.  sun слънце The plants need sun to grow. 
211.  sweep мета Use a broom to sweep the kitchen floor. 
212.  tasteless безвкусен The soup was tasteless. 
213.  tea чай Would you like tea or coffee? 
214.  tease дразня It was wrong for the other boys to tease him. 
215.  telescope телескоп We use a telescope to look at the stars. 
216.  tell казвам Don't tell me what to do! 
217.  thirsty жаден Salty food makes you thirsty. 
218.  tiny мъничък The baby was tiny and cute. 
219.  tire/ tyre гума (на автомобил) You have to pump up your left tire. 
220.  toast препечена филийка I usually eat toast for breakfast. 
221.  tomorrow утре Tomorrow is the day after today. 
222.  tour обиколка Take a guided tour and learn more about the city. 
223.  tram трамвай Take tram #12 and get off at the second stop. 
224.  translate превеждам I don’t speak Italian - can you translate for me? 
225.  trap капан The only way to catch mice is to set a trap. 
226.  treasure съкровище We found a buried treasure. 
227.  twelve дванадесет Six plus six equals twelve. 
228.  underline подчертавам Underline all nouns in the text. 
229.  universe вселена The universe includes all things in space. 
230.  unpack разопаковам Unpack your luggage and put everything away. 
231.  upset разстроен I am upset that my dog ran away. 
232.  usual обичаен She sat in her usual seat at the back. 
233.  vacation ваканция I like to camp when I go on summer vacation. 
234.  vampire вампир The vampire is a mythical creature who leaves his grave at night. 
235.  vertical вертикален Draw a vertical line straight up and down. 
236.  wait чакам We'll have to wait until it stops raining. 
237.  warm топъл The warm fire heated the chilly room. 
238.  weak отпаднал She is still weak after her illness. 
239.  whole цял I can eat a whole pizza by myself. 
240.  willow върба There is a beautiful willow near the lake. 
241.  wink намигам I saw him wink at her. 
242.  witch вещица The witch poisoned the apple with a spell. 
243.  without без I cannot see without my glasses. 
244.  wool вълна This scarf is 100% wool. 
245.  world свят I want to go on a journey around the world! 
246.  worm червей I found a little worm in the plum. 
247.  yacht яхта The fancy yacht is the biggest boat there. 
248.  yard двор Our neighbor's yard is covered in grass. 
249.  yellow жълт Lemons are yellow and limes are green. 
250.  zoology зоология The study of animals is called zoology. 

 


